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Sites and term of air-sampling and observing of air temperature relative humidity and speed and direction ofTable

wind near the ground

Sampling & Observing CitiesTerm

2003/3/2-5 Kushiro Otaru Sapporo Akita

2004/2/23-26 Hiroshima Fukuoka Beppu Oita Miyazaki Kagoshima Matsuyama Okayama

2004/2/28,29 Ogaki Gifu

2004/3/2-4 Fukui Kanazawa Toyama Niigata Takasaki Shizuoka

2004/3/8-10 Asahikawa Hakodate Sendai

2004/6/8 Chiba

2004/6/28-30 Himeji Matsue Sakaiminato Yonago Tottori

2005/1/19-22 Naha Kumamoto Nagasaki Fukuyama Kurashiki

2003/9/9-21 Amsterdam Stockholm Zurich Wien London

2004/9/10-28 Vancouver Victoria Winnipeg Toront Quebec Ottawa Motreal Reykjavik London

2005/2/14-18 Brisbane Melbourne Sydney

2003/9/16-18 Oslo Tromso

2004/9/14-24 Edinburgh Glasgow Uppsala Copenhagen
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Fig. 1 Population (abscissa) and difference between CH

concentration at the central part of city and its suburbs

ordinate : a Japan; b Europe Canada and Australia

Unit: ** peoples abscissa ppmV ordinate

Fig

Fig
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Fig. 2 The same as Fig 1 but the abscissa is the ratio

of population to the radius R of the model circle

derived from the area of city

Unit: peoples abscissa ppmV ordinate
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A U*R+ K

B = U/R+K/R**

Fig. 3 Box model and governing equation of CH con-4

4centration used for an estimation of the amount of CH

emission from the urban area.
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b

Fig. 4 Methane emission from the urban area: a Japan;

b Europe Canada and Australia Ordinate and abscissa

denote the CH emission from the urban area and popu-

lation respectively Unit: ** peoples abscissa

ppmV/m** /sec ordinate
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Fig. The same as Fig.4, except for CH4 emission rate5

from the unit urban area related to population density

Ordinate and abscissa denote the amount of CH emitted

from the unit urban area and its population density respe-

ctively Unit : peoples/km** abscissa and

/ ** ppmV/sec ordinate
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Spatial Distribution and Temporal Variation of Atmospheric Minor Constituents in the Urban Area

and Its Surrounding Region

Difference in the Amount of Atmospheric Methane between the Central Urban Area

and the Suburbs and Population or Population Density of the Urban Area
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and
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Synopsis

For the purpose of estimating the amount of CH emission from the whole urban area, we observed the4

CH concentration at central urban area and its surrounding suburbs, and examined the relationship between4

the difference of the concentrations at both area and the population or population density of the city; here we

presumed the population or population density of the urban area as a parameter relating to the magnitude of

human activity of city.

atmospheric methane; CH emission; model radius of urban area; population; population densityKeywords: 4
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